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Iceland has made a pledge to become climate neutral and is
moving towards climate neutrality.



Iceland's Climate Change Strategy sets a reduction of net
emissions of ghg by 50-75% by the year 2050



99% of electricity production & 80% of total energy production
comes from hydropower & geothermal.



Making sustainable procurement reality

� Communication on GPP

� GPP Training Toolkit

� National action plans for GPP or SPP

� UNEP is developing purchasing guidelines

through its Sustainable UN (SUN) initiative &

joined Procura+

� Local action……...



Why the link to climate change?

An increasing number of countries, cities,

companies, communities and even individuals
are looking for ways to reduce their impact on

the global environment.

Climate change has become the focus of many

of these concerns.



European Attitudes towards Climate Change



On average a local government produces at least
30,000 tonnes of carbon per year

Its local community can generate
10 million tonnes



Cities emitted 19.8 Gt of CO2 from
energy use in 2006.

This is 71% of global energy related
CO2 emissions





Sea-level rise is now widely accepted as occurring
at 6mm/year at high tide in the London area.



Opportunities through procurement

� To purchase currently available highly energy

efficient products and services

� Use the market power and market engagement to

bring new technologies on the market

� Joint procurement to bring down the costs with

economies of scale

� Assist public authorities in generating awareness of

the issues of sustainability

� Life Cycle Costing



With the skills just mentioned public authorities

are uniquely placed with procurement to

implement effective climate mitigation and

adaptation actions as they have the capacity to

plan and are in charge of

infrastructure

transport

water

energy

waste

public buildings



Berlin has a pioneering programme
whereby public retrofitting tenders include
a requirement for average CO2 reductions
of 26%.

1,400 buildings have been upgraded,
saving 60,400 tonnes of carbon every year.



London Mayor Boris Johnson announced an in
investment in decentralised energy, which is
set to deliver 25% of the city's energy locally by
2025.



Over 50% of EU electricity comes from fossil fuels

70% comes from coal/power plants

The German Ministry of the Environment, & the
Austrian Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry,
Environment and Water Management purchase
100% green electricity



Hamburg is teaming up with Barcelona, Berlin, Cologne and
London to develop 100-150 hydrogen buses

Road traffic in urban areas is the biggest 
single source of CO2 emissions in the EU. 



� Samsø island in Denmark is the largest carbon-

neutral settlement, with a population of 4200

� Wellington City Council wants to be one of the first

carbon neutral cities in the world.

� Costa Rica aims to be fully carbon neutral before

2030

� UNEP become climate neutral in 2008

� In 2007 the Vatican City announced a plan to become

the first carbon neutral state



Identify the key drivers for ensuring that carbon reduction is
embedded in regular procurement actions



Identify the key barriers to building carbon reduction into
procurement and learn about successful strategies, tools
and initiatives to overcome them



Improve dialogue and co-operation between the public and
the private sector



Share our experience, share our problems, share our tools



Discuss what we can next to drive the public sector towards
climate neutrality through procurement



Thank you

&

Enjoy the conference


